
Yoko  by Tom Gunn 
 

All today I lie in the bottom of the wardrobe    1 
feeling low but sometimes getting up     2 
to moodily lumber across rooms      3 
and lap from the toilet bowl, it is so sultry    4 
and then I hear the noise of firecrackers again    5 
all New York is jaggedy with firecrackers today   6 
and I go back to the wardrobe gloomy     7 
trying to void my mind of them.     8 
I am confused, I feel loose and unfitted.    9 

 
At last deep in the stairwell I hear a tread,    10 
it is him, my leader, my love.     11 
I run to the door and listen to his approach.    12 
Now I can smell him, what a good man he is,    13 
I love it when he has the sweat of work on him,   14 
as he enters I yodel*  with happiness,     15 
I throw my body up against his, I try to lick his lips,   16 
I care about him more than anything.    17 

 
After we eat we go for a walk to the piers.    18 
I leap in the standing warmth, I plunge into    19 
the combination of old and new smells.    20 
Here on a garbage can at the bottom, so interesting,   21 
what sister or brother I wonder left this message I sniff.   22 
I too piss there, and go on.      23 
Here a hydrant there a pole      24 
here’s a smell I left yesterday, well that’s disappointing   25 
but I piss there anyway, and go on.     26 
I investigate so much that in the end     27 
it is for forms’ sake only, only a drop comes out.   28 

 
I investigate tar and rotten sandwiches, everything, and go on.  29 

 
And here a dried old turd, so interesting    30 
so old, so dry, yet so subtle and mellow.    31 
I can place it finely, I really appreciate it,    32 
a gold distant smell like packed autumn leaves in winter   33 
reminding me how what is rich and fierce when excreted  34 
becomes weathered and mild     35 
    But always interesting  36 
and reminding me of what I have to do.    37 

 
My leader looks on and expresses his approval.   38 

 
I sniff it well and later I sniff the air well    39 
a wind is meeting us after the close July day    40 
rain is getting near too but first the wind.    41 

 
Joy, Joy,        42 
being outside with you, active, investigating it all,   43 
with bowels emptied, feeling your approval    44 
and then running on, the big fleet Yoko,    45 
my body in its excellent black coat never lets me down,   46 
returning to you (as I always will, you know that)   47 
and now        48 
 filling myself out with myself, no longer confused,  49 
my panting pushing apart my black lips, but unmoving,   50 
I stand with you braced against the wind.    51 

 
*  Yodel – to sing out in a howling manner 


